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NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Friday, July 17, 2020 1:23:55 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me

Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE
advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on a vehicle thus turning it into
a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of
the vehicle, but it is becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals
because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less expensive to
change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as
buses and light-rail carriages, are fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with
curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people
regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their normal routine as they usually
do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car.
The ads are typically vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be
painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's exterior surface.

What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching
and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of advertising with a captive
audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car
alongside them. This program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend
your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment
for letting our company use the space no fee is required from you. Our DRINK shall
provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an
up front payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this
advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check your email regularly to get
update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist
address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash
the check for the decal wrapping on your car, deduct $300 as your up-front payment.
The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the
decal on your car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this
email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet
in your area, the Info which you will make the transfer to will be emailed to you soon.

3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds
that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above
details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.

Best Regards
From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"
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To:
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Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Friday, July 17, 2020 1:44:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...
An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...
Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency

of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...
Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball
rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years
ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is
just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total
contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...

Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land
usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and
stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is something the
City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying
the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife
reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO

flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes
California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a
new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the
process...Was it worth it?
I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably
never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before

shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."

Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a

check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Winter Dellenbach
Human Relations Commission
Please distribute to HRC members now
Friday, July 17, 2020 1:29:30 PM
Please distribute to HRC members now.msg

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Winter Dellenbach, July 16, 2020
Adoption of 8 Can’t Wait policies is a good beginning, however, reform without more
accountability will not be enough. Policies supporting transparency and accountability
need to be made if policing is to serve all people equitably, assuring the public safety.
The Palo Alto Police Department Policy Manual is posted online due to CA SB978 requiring all
police policy, operational procedures, and training materials not exempt from the CA Public
Records Act be made available for public viewing. Yet 18 PAPD policies are redacted in violation
of the law. Redwood City’s Police Policy Manual is not redacted. Both are from the same manual
provider Lexipol, LLC. https://www.redwoodcity.org/home/showdocument?id=10814

Updated Analysis of Palo Alto Police Policies for 8 Can’t Wait Compliance
PAPD Polices that Comply with 8 Can’t Wait Policy
1. 8 Can’t Wait Policy: Duty to Intervene*
Require officers to intervene and stop excessive force used by other officers and
report these incidents immediately to a supervisor.
PAPD 300.2.1 DUTY TO INTERCEDE**
Any officer present and observing another officer using force that is clearly
beyond that which is objectively reasonable under the circumstances shall, when
in a position to do so, intercede to prevent the use of unreasonable force. An
officer who observes another employee use force that exceeds the degree of force
permitted by law shall promptly report these observations to a supervisor.
PAPD policy complies with the 8 Can’t Wait Duty to Intervene.
However, here illustrates the principal that for a good policy to work, the officers must
hold themselves or be held accountable. In early 2018, excessive force was used against a
handcuffed person as witnessed by several officers, yet none reported the incident as
required to a Supervisor. It was covered up for nearly a year and a half till revealed on a
private video.
2. 8 Can’t Wait Policy: Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Allowing officers to choke or strangle civilians result in the unnecessary death or
serious injury of civilians. Both chokeholds and all other neck restraints must be
banned in all cases.
PAPD 300.3.4 CAROTID CONTROL HOLD
PAPD eliminated use of the Carotid hold on June 9, 2020.
California has banned the use of chokeholds.
PAPD policy complies with the 8 Can’t Wait ban on carotid, choke and strangleholds.
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PAPD Policies that Do Not Comply with 8 Can’t Wait
3. 8 Can’t Wait Policy: Duty to De-Escalate
Officers shall de-escalate situations when possible, by communicating with
subjects, maintaining distance, and otherwise eliminating the need to use force.
PAPD 300.3.1 CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND DE-ESCALATION (added 6-17-2020)
Officers should consider, as time and circumstances reasonably permit,
conflict resolution and de-escalation techniques, when responding to all
types of calls for service and when engaging in self-initiated activity.
A sound policy can save lives, prevent injury, life long disability and prevent lawsuits
while better protecting the public, police officers and the city.
The PAPD policy is vague – it fails to mention that de-escalation is linked to the use of
force and makes de-escalation optional, rather than required, when possible. It should
be simply titled only for what it is, leaving out “Conflict Resolution” which serves to
confuse its basic purpose.
The PAPD policy doesn’t comply with the 8 Can’t Wait policy.
Two Examples of other Police Departments De-escalation Policies.
Though San Francisco is a big city, its policing policies on De-escalation and Use of
Force policies are generally excellent, informative at a high level and specifically, and
mostly a good fit for Palo Alto. It has adopted all 8 Can’t Wait Policies. I encourage you
to look to it as an example of enlightened standards of use of force policy, though the
Department at times falls short in practice. Go to URL, click on SFPD General Order
5.01: https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/your-sfpd/policies/use
force#:~:text=The%20Law%20Enforcement%20Code%20of,12%2F21%2F16).

City of Mountain View’s Police De-Escalation Policy (not as good as San Francisco’s, but
I thought it interesting to see a neighbor’s policy)

4. 8 Can’t Wait Policy: Require a Use of Force Continuum
Establish a Force Continuum that restricts the most severe types of force to the
most extreme situations and creates clear policy restrictions on the use each
police weapon and tactic.
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USE OF FORCE CONTINUUM [Does not exist]
PAPD website - Initial Review states: **
PAPD policy restricts the application of all types of force to specific types of resistance
(PAPD Policy Manual §300, et seq.). For certain types of weapons (e.g., TASER), policy
includes special considerations for characteristics such as age, size, or disability (PAPD
Policy Manual §309.5.2)
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?t=65803.93&BlobID=77361

The policy sections cited above include the entire Use of Force Chapter in the Policy
Manual - this is not a policy. TASER policies are on specifically included. In the Manual
starting at 306.1 are some policies concerning more restraints and weapons but don’t
include all deadly weapons. A actual coherent Use of Force Continuum is needed.
Identifying all current restraints and weapons of force by technical and common name
(not just initials) and how each is deployed should be included in the policy so it can be
understood by the public.
A Continuum that is clear, to enable internalization by officers before maximum force is
the default is invaluable to good public safety. The PAPD falls short of the 8 Can’t Wait
policy.
San Francisco policing policy, it devotes 9 pages to its Use of Force Continuum (see pgs.
6-14). https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/your-sfpd/policies/use
force#:~:text=The%20Law%20Enforcement%20Code%20of,12%2F21%2F16).

5. 8 Can’t Wait Policy: Require Exhausting All Alternatives Before Shooting
Require officers to exhaust all other alternatives, including non-force and less
lethal force options, prior to resorting to deadly force.
PAPD 300.4 DEADLY FORCE APPLICATIONS [and Duty to Warn]
PAPD Website - Palo Alto Police Initial Review states:
PAPD policy incorporates California State law requiring all officers to use deadly
force only when necessary in defense of human life and all officers are required
to use all other available resources and techniques, if reasonably safe and
feasible. (PAPD Policy Manual §300.4 and California Penal Code §835a)
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?t=62277.21&BlobID=
77356

Note: a preliminary issue must be raised before fully considering #5. The critical
word “necessary” needs to be explicitly included as is “reasonable” in policy 300.4
above. Now it is only to be found though an online search of the penal code citation.
“Necessary” is the critical standard added for use of deadly force.
California Penal Code 835a also changed the definition of Deadly Force to:
Any use of force that creates a substantial risk of causing death or serious bodily
injury, including, but not limited to, the discharge of a firearm.
This change in law was in response to the 2018 Sacramento shooting death by police of
Stephon Clark, an unarmed young black man.
Police discharging a firearm at a person must be the last force alternative, yet is not
mentioned in PAPD’s Deadly Force Applications policy. This and adding “necessary”
are needed before compliance with 8 Can’t Wait policy.
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6. 8 Can’t Wait Policy: Require Warning Before Shooting
Require officers to give a verbal warning in all situations before using deadly
force.
PAPD 300.4 DUTY TO WARN – (last sentence from Deadly Use of Force policy)
(b) Where feasible, the officer shall, prior to the use of force, make reasonable
efforts to identify themselves as a peace officer and to warn that deadly force
may be used, unless the officer has objectively reasonable grounds to believe
the person is aware of those facts.
Palo Alto Police - Initial Review:
PAPD policy requires officers to provide a verbal warning, when possible, prior
to the use of deadly force, a TASER, or tear gas (PAPD Policy Manual §300.4,
§308.9.2, and §309.4).
Of course a warning should be given before shooting, for potentially lethal Kinetic
Energy projectiles (KEP’s), tear gas and TASERS. These are included in the policies cited
above because they can be lethal, cause serious injury or life long disability. A warning
is required for use, but the description of what is being used and how it is deployed is
not always clear which is not adequate.
What container is the tear gas in and how it is deployed? Are beanbags used against
people (blunt force), and are any types of covered (rubber) bullets or other devices used
by the PAPD?
All current weaponry should be include in the Policy Manual by technical and common
name, not just initials, with the required Duty to Warn and for a Use of Force
Continuum Policy.
The Duty to Warn should form its own subsection (c) under PAPD policy 300.4 for
clarity.
More work must be done before PAPD policy is specific and complete to meet
compliance with 8 Can’t Wait .
7. 8 Can’t Wait Policy: Ban shooting at moving vehicles in all cases.
PAPD 300.4.1 SHOOTING AT OR FROM MOVING VEHICLES
Shots fired at or from a moving vehicle are rarely effective. Officers should move
out of the path of an approaching vehicle instead of discharging their firearm at
the vehicle or any of its occupants. An officer should only discharge a firearm at
a moving vehicle or its occupants when the officer reasonably believes there are
no other reasonable means available to avert the threat of the vehicle, or if deadly
force other than the vehicle is directed at the officer or others.
Officers should not shoot at any part of a vehicle in an attempt to disable the
vehicle.
The PAPD policy is inherently dangerous and internally inconsistent which makes it
even more dangerous.
First the policy notes that shooting at a moving vehicle is rarely effective, and wisely
suggests officers move out of the vehicles way. But then it allows officers to shoot at a
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moving vehicle or its occupants if occupants or the vehicle pose a “threat”, whatever
that means, or deadly force is directed at officers or others. But then the policy forbids
shooting at any part of a vehicle to disable it (tires even?) just after it allowed shooting at
a vehicle.
This makes no sense if you are going to shoot at moving vehicles, don’t you want to try
to disable it?
The policy ignores the possibility of children or other innocent people being inside a
vehicle that may be injured or killed along with bystanders.
If now an unsafe policing policy is to be justified and continued by the specter of unsafe
dining on University and Cal Avenues, then the city should put up protective barriers
rather than allow policies supporting potential dangerous shootouts.
There were 62 deaths last year in this country as a result of police shooting at moving
vehicles and an unknown number of injuries according to 8 Can’t Wait. The only way to
comply with 8 Can’t Wait is to get rid of this policy.
8. 8 Can’t Wait Policy: Require Comprehensive Reporting
Require officers to report each time they use force or threaten to use force against
civilians. Comprehensive reporting includes requiring officers to report
whenever they point a firearm at someone, in addition to all other types of force.
PAPD 300.5 REPORTING THE USE OF FORCE
Any use of force by a member of this [department/office] shall be documented
promptly, completely and accurately in an appropriate report, depending on the
nature of the incident. The officer should articulate the factors perceived and
why he/she believed the use of force was reasonable under the circumstances.
To collect data for purposes of training, resource allocation, analysis and related
purposes, the [Department/Office] may require the completion of additional
report forms, as specified in [department/office] policy, procedure or law.
Palo Alto Police - Initial Review:
PAPD policy requires officers to promptly, completely and accurately document any use
of force (PAPD Policy Manual §300.5). Policy also requires officers to document any
time they point a TASER or firearm at a person (PAPD Policy Manual §309.6 and
§344.2.2).
Use of Force Reporting policy doesn’t include firearms though other weaponry is (PAPD
policies, 300.5, 300.5.1, 3005.2). Shooting, shooting at, or pointing a firearm at someone
must be added to the Use of Force reporting requirements, not 153 pages later where
firearms are mentioned in policy 344.2.2 NON-CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.
This PAPD policy does not comply with 8 Can’t Wait.
* 8 Can’t Wait Policies
https://8cantwait.org/
** City of Palo Alto Police Department Policy Manual
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?t=73481.02&BlobID=74121
Palo Alto Police Department – police accountability – use of force policies
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pol/accountability.asp
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz;
districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com;
anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdefmediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; bill@sdap.org; patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org;
parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com;
1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov;
supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; bill@sdap.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; <wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Friday, July 17, 2020 1:35:20 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.

We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz;
districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com;
anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdefmediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; bill@sdap.org; patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org;
parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com;
1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov;
supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; bill@sdap.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; <wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Friday, July 17, 2020 1:44:18 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on
their half-assed; biased reporting (they published
this liberal-leaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law
rollbacks either; so why did California Governor
Brown get the ball rolling first and start this ugly
trend by eliminating the need for important
environmental reviews many years ago,
dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this
is just wonderful so they can cram more people
in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this

total contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political
divisions caused this blind spot that for some
reason only I can see...
Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense;
dumbocrats Newsom/Weiner also ultimately
DESTROYED the democratic process by making
laws that encourage ignoring constituents at
public hearings; making it all but useless to speak
at a city council meeting or any other public
hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for
land usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what
the State of California did with our beloved
Proposition 215; tricking me into voting for a
deceptive new law that everyone hates now...And
I will never go to another public hearing ever
again due to the harassment and stalking and
menacing and vandalism that occurred after the
last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new selfappointed "Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and
got everyone involved -- but also paid a HUGE
price as a dissident (likely since I am a low
income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is
something the City of Santa Clara has done
literally forever...Destroying the pond at 1333

Lawrence Expressway claiming it was artificial
when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local
wildlife reserve to park cars since they did such a
lousy job of planning for the new Levi's
Staduim...Noise and disruption for local Levis'
stadium neighbors; helicopters flying over during
games; lights interfering with SJO flights...etc etc
etc...So I guess as long as you don't write about
this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition
64 that stripped people of their beloved deepened
democracy they so enjoyed for almost 20 years;
this all makes California just as bad as you're
saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back
dollars from cities who were unwilling to make
their beloved hometowns into godawful
overcrowded messes as Newsom (and Kamala) so
want..."Vibrant communities" in other words...I
they had their way; there would be a new
housing development at my old high school...But
I stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom
has shut down the whole damn state again due to
BLM protests that democrats refuse to admit
caused the latest alleged Covid spike...You
fucking dumbocratic bastards not only ruined our
summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down

schools again and bars and pretty much
everything else in the process...Was it worth it?
I guess it doesn't really matter because as long
as you write that the protests did not cause the
latest Covid spike -- like they so obviously did -then it probably never happened, right SJ
Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs
before shutting down the entire State for
Covid...Newsom truly is a mad man on the loose
who needs to be gone YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought

contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.

i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz;
districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com;
anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdefmediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; bill@sdap.org; patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org;
parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com;
1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov;
supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; bill@sdap.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; <wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Friday, July 17, 2020 1:44:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...
An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...
Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency

of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...
Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball
rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years
ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is
just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total
contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...

Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land
usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and
stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is something the
City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying
the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife
reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO

flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes
California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a
new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the
process...Was it worth it?
I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably
never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before

shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."

Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a

check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz;
districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com;
anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdefmediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; bill@sdap.org; patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org;
parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com;
1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov;
supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; bill@sdap.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; <wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Friday, July 17, 2020 1:45:35 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

"And look what already happened; the day after I put in my last claim to the City of
Sunnyvale ~ Soros' media suddenly did an about face (that was all about saving face)
and went from Covid obsession ~ over to consciously creating the BLM riots...The
day after I put in my claim to the City of Sunnyvale...The very next day in other
words...Should I say it again? Which has effectively worked to poison any jurist
reviewing my claim about low income white males being mainly discriminated against
in this region...And very likely violated my privacy in the process too with pervasive
NSA surveillance (all corporations have an NSA feed)...And this will be brought up in
the inevitable appeal to the latest GHC correspondence I have not opened yet..."
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:46 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...
An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...
Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency
of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...
Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball
rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years

ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is
just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total
contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...
Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land
usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and
stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is something the

City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying
the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife
reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO
flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes
California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a
new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the
process...Was it worth it?

I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably
never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before
shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:

--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:

Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; jharper@vanlevylaw.com;
rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com; sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com;
jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net; asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com;
jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net;
mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz;
districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com;
anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdefmediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; bill@sdap.org; patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org;
parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com;
1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov;
supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; bill@sdap.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; <wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Friday, July 17, 2020 2:02:10 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

"BY THE WAY: After Leigh Weimers ran an article in the SJ Mercury News (in the
early 2000s) about the ducks in my neighborhood; that is when the stalking and
harassment at my residence began in earnest (Leigh was asked to retire shortly after
this) Leigh just sort of showed up out of the blue one day then ended up running an
article about the ducks; leading to my privacy being violated and subsequent
harassment and stalking...
Then the Bush administration chimed in with some bird flu propaganda bullshit (GO
TO: Bird Flu Hype: It's Not What You Think) and this is what caused Mister Olenak to
pour bleach into the duck food across the street (animal cruelty etc -- zero charges
filed against him for some odd reason) leading to Olenak assaulting me on my
property and the police letting him go even though he assaulted me and made
criminal threats to my Dad...
Then Mister Olenak was used as a "witness to duck feeding"
(BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ex-Mayor Nadler gave me permission to feed these
ducks at a Santa Clara City Council meeting) then the City of Santa Clara later
DESTROYED THIS EVIDENCE AND OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE IN THE PROCESS
TO MAKE IT GO AWAY!
But it didn't work; I am still here holding that shitty city accountable; and I will
inevitably eventually collect a healthy settlement from them too for all of this
discrimination and bullshit that would not be allowed to happen to (for instance) an
African-American or an empowered liberal woman or pretty much anyone else for that
matter...
(Santa Clara gives "women of courage" awards to women; but there is no equivalent

for men -- which is part of a pattern and practice of gender discrimination not only in
this entire region; but also the City of Santa Clara)
So the SJ Mercury News is at least partially responsible for violating my privacy rights
and causing a multi-year police-sponsored stalking/harassment/menacing/vandalism
etc campaign against the residence of a senior citizen who ended up suffering from a
stroke after the multi-year campaign was all over...All for now..."
Note: Please excuse the BWAHAHAHAHAHA crap...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:45:24 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"And look what already happened; the day after I put in my last claim to the City of
Sunnyvale ~ Soros' media suddenly did an about face (that was all about saving face)
and went from Covid obsession ~ over to consciously creating the BLM riots...The
day after I put in my claim to the City of Sunnyvale...The very next day in other
words...Should I say it again? Which has effectively worked to poison any jurist
reviewing my claim about low income white males being mainly discriminated against
in this region...And very likely violated my privacy in the process too with pervasive
NSA surveillance (all corporations have an NSA feed)...And this will be brought up in
the inevitable appeal to the latest GHC correspondence I have not opened yet..."
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:46 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...
An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...

Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency
of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...
Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball
rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years
ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is
just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total

contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...
Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land
usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and
stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is something the
City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying
the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife

reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO
flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes
California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a
new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the
process...Was it worth it?
I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably

never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before
shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM

Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play

at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Prameela Bartholomeusz
Human Relations Commission
Supervisor Ellenberg looking for public safety comments
Friday, July 17, 2020 2:45:49 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear HRC Commissioners,
Hope you are all keeping well. I appreciate all the work you are currently doing in reimagining
how our police dept will serve and protect our community and I hope to continue to actively
engage in this very important conversation to help support and advance this work.
Given the HRC is looking at reform within the Palo Alto police dept and has been opening up
public comments, your feedback to Supervisor Ellenberg would be invaluable. I particularly
appreciated those who wisely shared that the last forum that was provided was not the format
that we were likely to hear from those most impacted by the injustices within our community.
Commissioner Smith handled those suggestions well & by now, hope additional contacts with
the public have taken place to hear their experiences. Please join this meeting with Supervisor
Ellenberg if you are able. I believe it is an excellent opportunity to share perspectives, share
your process and hear from others.
Here is some information regarding other meetings Supervisor Ellenberg has held on this
issue. The link to register is within the article & provided here: bit.ly/2zIUHRq.
https://www.sfgate.com/news/bayarea/article/Supervisor-Ellenberg-Invites-Residents-ToShare-15414796.php
I hope you are able to join. I believe the timing to be excellent.
Warm regards,
Prameela Bartholomeusz
Palo Alto Resident & Community Advocate

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net;
aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov;
scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org;
fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City;
patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com;
corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com;
hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov;
david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov; servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov;
mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org; mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org;
<wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Saturday, July 18, 2020 7:55:47 PM
Screenshot_2020-07-18 Johnny Roper.png
Screenshot_2020-07-18 Facebook.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence;
and 2) Our racists society is causing racism...
(see attachments)
BTW: the #1 photo could be from mexico;
either way it speaks volumes...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 2:01:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"BY THE WAY: After Leigh Weimers ran an article in the SJ Mercury News (in the
early 2000s) about the ducks in my neighborhood; that is when the stalking and
harassment at my residence began in earnest (Leigh was asked to retire shortly after
this) Leigh just sort of showed up out of the blue one day then ended up running an
article about the ducks; leading to my privacy being violated and subsequent
harassment and stalking...
Then the Bush administration chimed in with some bird flu propaganda bullshit (GO
TO: Bird Flu Hype: It's Not What You Think) and this is what caused Mister Olenak to
pour bleach into the duck food across the street (animal cruelty etc -- zero charges
filed against him for some odd reason) leading to Olenak assaulting me on my
property and the police letting him go even though he assaulted me and made
criminal threats to my Dad...
Then Mister Olenak was used as a "witness to duck feeding"
(BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ex-Mayor Nadler gave me permission to feed these
ducks at a Santa Clara City Council meeting) then the City of Santa Clara later
DESTROYED THIS EVIDENCE AND OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE IN THE PROCESS

TO MAKE IT GO AWAY!
But it didn't work; I am still here holding that shitty city accountable; and I will
inevitably eventually collect a healthy settlement from them too for all of this
discrimination and bullshit that would not be allowed to happen to (for instance) an
African-American or an empowered liberal woman or pretty much anyone else for that
matter...
(Santa Clara gives "women of courage" awards to women; but there is no equivalent
for men -- which is part of a pattern and practice of gender discrimination not only in
this entire region; but also the City of Santa Clara)
So the SJ Mercury News is at least partially responsible for violating my privacy rights
and causing a multi-year police-sponsored stalking/harassment/menacing/vandalism
etc campaign against the residence of a senior citizen who ended up suffering from a
stroke after the multi-year campaign was all over...All for now..."
Note: Please excuse the BWAHAHAHAHAHA crap...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:45:24 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"And look what already happened; the day after I put in my last claim to the City of
Sunnyvale ~ Soros' media suddenly did an about face (that was all about saving face)
and went from Covid obsession ~ over to consciously creating the BLM riots...The
day after I put in my claim to the City of Sunnyvale...The very next day in other
words...Should I say it again? Which has effectively worked to poison any jurist
reviewing my claim about low income white males being mainly discriminated against
in this region...And very likely violated my privacy in the process too with pervasive
NSA surveillance (all corporations have an NSA feed)...And this will be brought up in
the inevitable appeal to the latest GHC correspondence I have not opened yet..."
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:46 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...

An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...
Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency
of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...
Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball

rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years
ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is
just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total
contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...
Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land
usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and
stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...

But this half-assed environmentalism is something the
City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying
the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife
reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO
flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes
California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a
new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the

process...Was it worth it?
I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably
never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before
shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:

Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net;
aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov;
scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org;
fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City;
patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com;
corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com;
hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov;
david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov; servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov;
mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org; mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org;
<wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Saturday, July 18, 2020 8:02:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Oops: 1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence; and 2) Our racist society
is causing racism...And this helps to explain the discrimination I have faced here in
this region due to being a 1) low income 2) white 3) male in a region where all three of
those categories make me a target for abuse and neglect...
Note: Like I have said before; first the low income class-based discrimination due to living
here in super-expensive Silicon Valley; but also racial discrimination due to an open and very
racist far left public narrative; and gender discrimination due to females also very obviously
and openly being treated better than males in this particular region...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 7:55:26 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence;
and 2) Our racists society is causing racism...
(see attachments)
BTW: the #1 photo could be from mexico;
either way it speaks volumes...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 2:01:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"BY THE WAY: After Leigh Weimers ran an article in the SJ Mercury News (in the
early 2000s) about the ducks in my neighborhood; that is when the stalking and
harassment at my residence began in earnest (Leigh was asked to retire shortly after
this) Leigh just sort of showed up out of the blue one day then ended up running an
article about the ducks; leading to my privacy being violated and subsequent
harassment and stalking...

Then the Bush administration chimed in with some bird flu propaganda bullshit (GO
TO: Bird Flu Hype: It's Not What You Think) and this is what caused Mister Olenak to
pour bleach into the duck food across the street (animal cruelty etc -- zero charges
filed against him for some odd reason) leading to Olenak assaulting me on my
property and the police letting him go even though he assaulted me and made
criminal threats to my Dad...
Then Mister Olenak was used as a "witness to duck feeding"
(BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ex-Mayor Nadler gave me permission to feed these
ducks at a Santa Clara City Council meeting) then the City of Santa Clara later
DESTROYED THIS EVIDENCE AND OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE IN THE PROCESS
TO MAKE IT GO AWAY!
But it didn't work; I am still here holding that shitty city accountable; and I will
inevitably eventually collect a healthy settlement from them too for all of this
discrimination and bullshit that would not be allowed to happen to (for instance) an
African-American or an empowered liberal woman or pretty much anyone else for that
matter...
(Santa Clara gives "women of courage" awards to women; but there is no equivalent
for men -- which is part of a pattern and practice of gender discrimination not only in
this entire region; but also the City of Santa Clara)
So the SJ Mercury News is at least partially responsible for violating my privacy rights
and causing a multi-year police-sponsored stalking/harassment/menacing/vandalism
etc campaign against the residence of a senior citizen who ended up suffering from a
stroke after the multi-year campaign was all over...All for now..."
Note: Please excuse the BWAHAHAHAHAHA crap...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:45:24 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"And look what already happened; the day after I put in my last claim to the City of
Sunnyvale ~ Soros' media suddenly did an about face (that was all about saving face)
and went from Covid obsession ~ over to consciously creating the BLM riots...The
day after I put in my claim to the City of Sunnyvale...The very next day in other
words...Should I say it again? Which has effectively worked to poison any jurist
reviewing my claim about low income white males being mainly discriminated against
in this region...And very likely violated my privacy in the process too with pervasive
NSA surveillance (all corporations have an NSA feed)...And this will be brought up in
the inevitable appeal to the latest GHC correspondence I have not opened yet..."
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:46 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...
An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...
Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency
of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...
Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball
rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years
ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is
just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total
contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...
Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land
usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and

stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is something the
City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying
the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife
reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO
flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes
California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a

new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the
process...Was it worth it?
I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably
never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before
shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing

about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of

advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net;
aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov;
scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org;
fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City;
patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com;
corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com;
hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov;
david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov; servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov;
mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org; mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org;
<wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Saturday, July 18, 2020 8:34:01 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

THE LEFT WAS THE RIGHT BEFORE THE RIGHT:
THE LEFT WAS THE RIGHT BEFORE THE RIGHT:
I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their half-assed; biased
reporting: I don't really like Trumps' e...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 8:02:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: 1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence; and 2) Our racist society
is causing racism...And this helps to explain the discrimination I have faced here in
this region due to being a 1) low income 2) white 3) male in a region where all three of
those categories make me a target for abuse and neglect...
Note: Like I have said before; first the low income class-based discrimination due to living
here in super-expensive Silicon Valley; but also racial discrimination due to an open and very
racist far left public narrative; and gender discrimination due to females also very obviously
and openly being treated better than males in this particular region...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 7:55:26 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence;
and 2) Our racists society is causing racism...
(see attachments)
BTW: the #1 photo could be from mexico;

either way it speaks volumes...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 2:01:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"BY THE WAY: After Leigh Weimers ran an article in the SJ Mercury News (in the
early 2000s) about the ducks in my neighborhood; that is when the stalking and
harassment at my residence began in earnest (Leigh was asked to retire shortly after
this) Leigh just sort of showed up out of the blue one day then ended up running an
article about the ducks; leading to my privacy being violated and subsequent
harassment and stalking...
Then the Bush administration chimed in with some bird flu propaganda bullshit (GO
TO: Bird Flu Hype: It's Not What You Think) and this is what caused Mister Olenak to
pour bleach into the duck food across the street (animal cruelty etc -- zero charges
filed against him for some odd reason) leading to Olenak assaulting me on my
property and the police letting him go even though he assaulted me and made
criminal threats to my Dad...
Then Mister Olenak was used as a "witness to duck feeding"
(BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ex-Mayor Nadler gave me permission to feed these
ducks at a Santa Clara City Council meeting) then the City of Santa Clara later
DESTROYED THIS EVIDENCE AND OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE IN THE PROCESS
TO MAKE IT GO AWAY!
But it didn't work; I am still here holding that shitty city accountable; and I will
inevitably eventually collect a healthy settlement from them too for all of this
discrimination and bullshit that would not be allowed to happen to (for instance) an
African-American or an empowered liberal woman or pretty much anyone else for that
matter...
(Santa Clara gives "women of courage" awards to women; but there is no equivalent
for men -- which is part of a pattern and practice of gender discrimination not only in
this entire region; but also the City of Santa Clara)
So the SJ Mercury News is at least partially responsible for violating my privacy rights
and causing a multi-year police-sponsored stalking/harassment/menacing/vandalism
etc campaign against the residence of a senior citizen who ended up suffering from a
stroke after the multi-year campaign was all over...All for now..."
Note: Please excuse the BWAHAHAHAHAHA crap...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:45:24 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"And look what already happened; the day after I put in my last claim to the City of
Sunnyvale ~ Soros' media suddenly did an about face (that was all about saving face)
and went from Covid obsession ~ over to consciously creating the BLM riots...The

day after I put in my claim to the City of Sunnyvale...The very next day in other
words...Should I say it again? Which has effectively worked to poison any jurist
reviewing my claim about low income white males being mainly discriminated against
in this region...And very likely violated my privacy in the process too with pervasive
NSA surveillance (all corporations have an NSA feed)...And this will be brought up in
the inevitable appeal to the latest GHC correspondence I have not opened yet..."
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:46 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...
An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...
Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency
of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...

Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball
rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years
ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is
just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total
contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...
Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land

usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and
stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is something the
City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying
the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife
reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO
flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes

California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a
new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the
process...Was it worth it?
I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably
never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before
shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT

THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,

Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net;
aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov;
scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org;
fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City;
patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com;
corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com;
hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov;
david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov; servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov;
mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org; mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org;
<wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Saturday, July 18, 2020 8:34:29 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

SEE ALSO: RFK ON BILL GATES AND VACCINE DANGERS ETC

RFK ON BILL GATES AND VACCINE DANGERS
ETC
Robert F Kennedy Junior on Bill Gates: "Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a
strategic philanthropy that feed his ...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 8:33:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

THE LEFT WAS THE RIGHT BEFORE THE RIGHT:
THE LEFT WAS THE RIGHT BEFORE THE RIGHT:
I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their half-assed; biased
reporting: I don't really like Trumps' e...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 8:02:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: 1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence; and 2) Our racist society
is causing racism...And this helps to explain the discrimination I have faced here in
this region due to being a 1) low income 2) white 3) male in a region where all three of
those categories make me a target for abuse and neglect...
Note: Like I have said before; first the low income class-based discrimination due to living
here in super-expensive Silicon Valley; but also racial discrimination due to an open and very
racist far left public narrative; and gender discrimination due to females also very obviously
and openly being treated better than males in this particular region...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 7:55:26 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence;
and 2) Our racists society is causing racism...
(see attachments)
BTW: the #1 photo could be from mexico;
either way it speaks volumes...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 2:01:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"BY THE WAY: After Leigh Weimers ran an article in the SJ Mercury News (in the
early 2000s) about the ducks in my neighborhood; that is when the stalking and
harassment at my residence began in earnest (Leigh was asked to retire shortly after
this) Leigh just sort of showed up out of the blue one day then ended up running an
article about the ducks; leading to my privacy being violated and subsequent
harassment and stalking...
Then the Bush administration chimed in with some bird flu propaganda bullshit (GO
TO: Bird Flu Hype: It's Not What You Think) and this is what caused Mister Olenak to
pour bleach into the duck food across the street (animal cruelty etc -- zero charges
filed against him for some odd reason) leading to Olenak assaulting me on my
property and the police letting him go even though he assaulted me and made
criminal threats to my Dad...
Then Mister Olenak was used as a "witness to duck feeding"
(BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ex-Mayor Nadler gave me permission to feed these
ducks at a Santa Clara City Council meeting) then the City of Santa Clara later
DESTROYED THIS EVIDENCE AND OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE IN THE PROCESS
TO MAKE IT GO AWAY!
But it didn't work; I am still here holding that shitty city accountable; and I will
inevitably eventually collect a healthy settlement from them too for all of this

discrimination and bullshit that would not be allowed to happen to (for instance) an
African-American or an empowered liberal woman or pretty much anyone else for that
matter...
(Santa Clara gives "women of courage" awards to women; but there is no equivalent
for men -- which is part of a pattern and practice of gender discrimination not only in
this entire region; but also the City of Santa Clara)
So the SJ Mercury News is at least partially responsible for violating my privacy rights
and causing a multi-year police-sponsored stalking/harassment/menacing/vandalism
etc campaign against the residence of a senior citizen who ended up suffering from a
stroke after the multi-year campaign was all over...All for now..."
Note: Please excuse the BWAHAHAHAHAHA crap...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:45:24 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"And look what already happened; the day after I put in my last claim to the City of
Sunnyvale ~ Soros' media suddenly did an about face (that was all about saving face)
and went from Covid obsession ~ over to consciously creating the BLM riots...The
day after I put in my claim to the City of Sunnyvale...The very next day in other
words...Should I say it again? Which has effectively worked to poison any jurist
reviewing my claim about low income white males being mainly discriminated against
in this region...And very likely violated my privacy in the process too with pervasive
NSA surveillance (all corporations have an NSA feed)...And this will be brought up in
the inevitable appeal to the latest GHC correspondence I have not opened yet..."
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:46 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...
An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...
Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency
of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...
Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball
rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years
ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is

just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total
contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...
Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land
usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and
stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is something the
City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying

the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife
reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO
flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes
California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a
new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the
process...Was it worth it?

I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably
never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before
shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:
--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:

"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:
Full Name:

Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc03100-11@yahoo.com;
mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; askamy@amydickinson.com; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net;
aratermann@scusd.net; mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov;
joebravo@bravolaw.com; joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov;
scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crim-defense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org;
fdngift@aclu.org; chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City;
patrick@sdpap.org; ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com;
corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney; jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com;
hotline@hudoig.gov; gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov;
david.anderson@usdoj.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov; servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov;
mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org; mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org;
<wberg@berginjurylawyers.com>
Re: NO JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #7
Saturday, July 18, 2020 8:35:36 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

"Robert F Kennedy Junior on Bill Gates:
"Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a strategic philanthropy that feed his many vaccinerelated businesses (including Microsoft’s ambition to control a global vac ID
enterprise) and give him dictatorial control over global health policy—the spear tip of
corporate neo-imperialism. Gates’ obsession with vaccines seems fueled by a
messianic conviction that he is ordained to save the world with technology and a godlike willingness to experiment with the lives of lesser humans.
Promising to eradicate Polio with $1.2 billion, Gates took control of India ‘s National
Advisory Board (NAB) and mandated 50 polio vaccines (up from 5) to every child
before age 5. Indian doctors blame the Gates campaign for a devastating vaccinestrain polio epidemic that paralyzed 496,000 children between 2000 and 2017. In
2017, the Indian Government dialed back Gates’ vaccine regimen and evicted Gates
and his cronies from the NAB. Polio paralysis rates dropped precipitously. In 2017,
the World Health Organization reluctantly admitted that the global polio explosion is
predominantly vaccine strain, meaning it is coming from Gates’ Vaccine Program.
The most frightening epidemics in Congo, the Philippines, and Afghanistan are all
linked to Gates’ vaccines. By 2018, ¾ of global polio cases were from Gates’
vaccines.
In 2014, the Gates Foundation funded tests of experimental HPV vaccines,
developed by GSK and Merck, on 23,000 young girls in remote Indian provinces.
Approximately 1,200 suffered severe side effects, including autoimmune and fertility
disorders. Seven died. Indian government investigations charged that Gates funded
researchers committed pervasive ethical violations: pressuring vulnerable village girls
into the trial, bullying parents, forging consent forms, and refusing medical care to the
injured girls. The case is now in the country’s Supreme Court..."

RFK ON BILL GATES AND VACCINE DANGERS ETC

RFK ON BILL GATES AND VACCINE DANGERS
ETC
Robert F Kennedy Junior on Bill Gates: "Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a
strategic philanthropy that feed his ...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 8:34:17 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

SEE ALSO: RFK ON BILL GATES AND VACCINE DANGERS ETC

RFK ON BILL GATES AND VACCINE DANGERS
ETC
Robert F Kennedy Junior on Bill Gates: "Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a
strategic philanthropy that feed his ...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 8:33:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

THE LEFT WAS THE RIGHT BEFORE THE RIGHT:
THE LEFT WAS THE RIGHT BEFORE THE RIGHT:
I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their half-assed; biased
reporting: I don't really like Trumps' e...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 8:02:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: 1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence; and 2) Our racist society
is causing racism...And this helps to explain the discrimination I have faced here in
this region due to being a 1) low income 2) white 3) male in a region where all three of
those categories make me a target for abuse and neglect...
Note: Like I have said before; first the low income class-based discrimination due to living
here in super-expensive Silicon Valley; but also racial discrimination due to an open and very
racist far left public narrative; and gender discrimination due to females also very obviously
and openly being treated better than males in this particular region...

On Saturday, July 18, 2020, 7:55:26 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

1) Our asexual society is obviously causing violence;
and 2) Our racists society is causing racism...
(see attachments)
BTW: the #1 photo could be from mexico;
either way it speaks volumes...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 2:01:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"BY THE WAY: After Leigh Weimers ran an article in the SJ Mercury News (in the
early 2000s) about the ducks in my neighborhood; that is when the stalking and
harassment at my residence began in earnest (Leigh was asked to retire shortly after
this) Leigh just sort of showed up out of the blue one day then ended up running an
article about the ducks; leading to my privacy being violated and subsequent
harassment and stalking...
Then the Bush administration chimed in with some bird flu propaganda bullshit (GO
TO: Bird Flu Hype: It's Not What You Think) and this is what caused Mister Olenak to
pour bleach into the duck food across the street (animal cruelty etc -- zero charges
filed against him for some odd reason) leading to Olenak assaulting me on my
property and the police letting him go even though he assaulted me and made
criminal threats to my Dad...
Then Mister Olenak was used as a "witness to duck feeding"
(BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ex-Mayor Nadler gave me permission to feed these
ducks at a Santa Clara City Council meeting) then the City of Santa Clara later
DESTROYED THIS EVIDENCE AND OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE IN THE PROCESS
TO MAKE IT GO AWAY!
But it didn't work; I am still here holding that shitty city accountable; and I will

inevitably eventually collect a healthy settlement from them too for all of this
discrimination and bullshit that would not be allowed to happen to (for instance) an
African-American or an empowered liberal woman or pretty much anyone else for that
matter...
(Santa Clara gives "women of courage" awards to women; but there is no equivalent
for men -- which is part of a pattern and practice of gender discrimination not only in
this entire region; but also the City of Santa Clara)
So the SJ Mercury News is at least partially responsible for violating my privacy rights
and causing a multi-year police-sponsored stalking/harassment/menacing/vandalism
etc campaign against the residence of a senior citizen who ended up suffering from a
stroke after the multi-year campaign was all over...All for now..."
Note: Please excuse the BWAHAHAHAHAHA crap...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:45:24 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"And look what already happened; the day after I put in my last claim to the City of
Sunnyvale ~ Soros' media suddenly did an about face (that was all about saving face)
and went from Covid obsession ~ over to consciously creating the BLM riots...The
day after I put in my claim to the City of Sunnyvale...The very next day in other
words...Should I say it again? Which has effectively worked to poison any jurist
reviewing my claim about low income white males being mainly discriminated against
in this region...And very likely violated my privacy in the process too with pervasive
NSA surveillance (all corporations have an NSA feed)...And this will be brought up in
the inevitable appeal to the latest GHC correspondence I have not opened yet..."
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:46 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee censured for alleged gender bias

Longtime Santa Clara County education trustee
censured for alleged gende...
An external investigation found that he made dismissive and
demeaning comments toward women that he did not agre...

Moving right along; I also wanted to call out the SJ Mercury News Publisher for what
seems to me like gender bias favoring females...In other words; the same kind of
implicit bias that caused my own situation to go 'unnoticed' for over a decade or
so...Bias against males (Low income white males in particular)...
Every morning I get up and take a shit and read the SJ Mercury News; and almost
every day it seems there is some story celebrating the accomplishments of women
(which is fine) while denigrating some random man who got in trouble for #metoo
(etc) crap at the same time (which is not fine -- it's gender biased...yes you)...
It's the usual thing; yesterday it was some lady who allegedly disproved the efficiency
of a drug Donald Trump supports... It's always pro-women and screw those
men...Boys against girls!...Hillary all night and day! Let's all mix it up and fight about a
yin yang subject with no real resolution! In other words; the usual divisive liberal
crap...So yeah; I'm calling you out on this SJ Mercury News publisher...And I have
spoken about this before...
What happened to you? Did you have a really good father or a really bad one? Or did
someone do something to you that is causing some kind of vapid PTSD reaction
manifesting through your newspaper publishing / bully pulpit? Or are you asexual or
homosexual? Or something? Uh oh! Do I seem biased now? Too bad...
Good luck censuring me for censuring you...
On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:44:05 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just realized that the GHC contact has been slightly wrong the whole
time; meaning all of my online litigation that I sent in the past few
months...So I will attempt to pass on the important parts in this new email
thread so GHC gets the low down on the Sunnyvale down low...
The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100 Environmental Rules. Here’s the Full List.

I feel compelled to call out the SJ Mercury on their halfassed; biased reporting (they published this liberalleaning story too):
I don't really like Trumps' environmental law rollbacks
either; so why did California Governor Brown get the ball
rolling first and start this ugly trend by eliminating the
need for important environmental reviews many years

ago, dumbocrats? And the SJ Mercury thinks all of this is
just wonderful so they can cram more people in...
Why is there nothing in the SJ Mercury about this total
contradiction? Oh yeah! I forgot! Political divisions
caused this blind spot that for some reason only I can
see...
Adding to this stinking shit pile of nonsense; dumbocrats
Newsom/Weiner also ultimately DESTROYED the
democratic process by making laws that encourage
ignoring constituents at public hearings; making it all but
useless to speak at a city council meeting or any other
public hearing for that matter...When the only reason
most people make it out to public hearing is for land
usage issues...What was that about Trump?
For instance; I will never vote again due to what the
State of California did with our beloved Proposition 215;
tricking me into voting for a deceptive new law that
everyone hates now...And I will never go to another
public hearing ever again due to the harassment and
stalking and menacing and vandalism that occurred after
the last time I got heavily involved in local politics...
I took over the neighborhood as the new self-appointed
"Mayor of Southwest Sunnyvale"; and got everyone
involved -- but also paid a HUGE price as a dissident
(likely since I am a low income white male target)...
But this half-assed environmentalism is something the

City of Santa Clara has done literally forever...Destroying
the pond at 1333 Lawrence Expressway claiming it was
artificial when they knew damn well that it was not
artificial...Suggesting to pave over the local wildlife
reserve to park cars since they did such a lousy job of
planning for the new Levi's Staduim...Noise and
disruption for local Levis' stadium neighbors; helicopters
flying over during games; lights interfering with SJO
flights...etc etc etc...So I guess as long as you don't write
about this then it doesn't exist; liberal media...Isn't that
right?
Then when you add in the deceptive Proposition 64 that
stripped people of their beloved deepened democracy
they so enjoyed for almost 20 years; this all makes
California just as bad as you're saying that Trump is...
Or the fact that Newsom threatened to hold back dollars
from cities who were unwilling to make their beloved
hometowns into godawful overcrowded messes as
Newsom (and Kamala) so want..."Vibrant communities"
in other words...I they had their way; there would be a
new housing development at my old high school...But I
stopped it...heh heh...Or the fact that Newsom has shut
down the whole damn state again due to BLM protests
that democrats refuse to admit caused the latest alleged
Covid spike...You fucking dumbocratic bastards not only
ruined our summer with your badly timed BLM situation
causing the latest spike; but you also shut down schools
again and bars and pretty much everything else in the
process...Was it worth it?

I guess it doesn't really matter because as long as you
write that the protests did not cause the latest Covid
spike -- like they so obviously did -- then it probably
never happened, right SJ Mercury News?
Oh! And don't forget the fact that Newsom also
DESTROYED thousands of cool part-time jobs before
shutting down the entire State for Covid...Newsom truly
is a mad man on the loose who needs to be gone
YESTERDAY!
BECAUSE DEMOCRACY IS DEAD -- AND NEWSOM
KILLED IT!
WE'RE FREE OR WE'RE DEAD - SO GET IT
THROUGH YOUR HEADS!

The Trump Administration Is Reversing 100
Environmental Rules. Here’s th...
Nadja Popovich

A New York Times analysis found nearly 70 environmental
policies officially rolled back under Mr. Trump, with mo...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:35:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just found this:

--- On Sat, 12/10/11, Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com> wrote:
"From: Jake Paolinetti <tjpaolinetti@yahoo.com>
Subject: videos
To: "likroper@yahoo.com" <likroper@yahoo.com>
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2011, 2:18 PM
Hi this is Jake Paolinetti, I am sorry about all the harassing and headaches I have caused you in the past
and wanted to let you know I am done with it all and won't be happening anymore. I was also wondering
if you could take down the videos of me? I would really appreciate it, because that person in those videos
isn't me.
Thank you, Jake..."
Note: No action was taken to hold this person accountable for the years long siege on my
residence...That person in the videos was him...And You Tube conspired to not only violate my First
Amendment rights by deleting the videos; but also by forming yet another illegal enterprise to slander and
defame my good name while protecting the bad guys...
SEE ALSO: A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PROVED THAT LOW INCOME WHITE MALES ARE INORDINATELY DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE SF BAY AREA REGION

A THOROUGH DISCOVERY PROCESS
CONDUCTED BY AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
LAWYER PRO...
"Changing the subject back to what the media is currently obsessing
about; if this same kind of egregious multi...

On Friday, July 17, 2020, 1:23:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I'm starting a new thread here from a new email; it seems the intense thought
contained within the last email segment has caused Yahoo to go waywire and blow a
fuse; or someone is trying to silence me...Not sure which...

Bringing you all up to date:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play
at parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

Also: I wanted to let Berg Injury Lawyers that someone is using their name
fraudulently and misrepresenting the business...I got an email from someone claiming
to want me to drive around with Berg Injury Lawyer ads on my vehicle...I deposited a
check and it bounced; causing my credit record to be affected...
EXCERPTS FROM THE EMAIL THREAD:

"VEHICLE WRAP <newkiaoga@outlook.com>
Sun, May 10, 9:46 PM

to me
Hello,
Thank you for your swift response and your willingness to work with us. MOBILE advertising is the marketing practice of placing a logo on
a vehicle thus turning it into a mobile billboard. This can be achieved by simply placing a logo on the surface of the vehicle, but it is
becoming more common today to use vinyl sheets as decals because these can be removed with relative ease, making it much less
expensive to change from one advertisement to another. Vehicles with large, flat surfaces, such as buses and light-rail carriages, are
fairly easy to work with, though smaller cars with curved surfaces can also be wrapped in this manner. MOBILE ADVERTISING is
available to anybody irrespective of the vehicle you drive.
We are currently seeking to employ individuals worldwide.
How it works?
Here's the basic premise of the "paid to drive" concept: Our DRINK® seeks people regular citizens, professional drivers to go about their
normal routine as they usually do, only with a small advert of our DRINK plastered on the driver's door of your car. The ads are typically
vinyl decals, also known as "auto wraps,"that almost seem to be painted on the vehicle, and which will cover any portion of your car's
exterior surface.
What does the company get out of this type of ad strategy?
Lots of exposure and awareness. The auto wraps tend to be colorful, eye-catching and attract lots of attention. Plus, it's a form of
advertising with a captive audience,meaning people who are stuck in traffic can't avoid seeing the wrapped car alongside them. This
program will last for 6 months and you can decide to extend your contract after the initial 6 months.
You will be compensated with $300 per week which is essentially a "rental"payment for letting our company use the space no fee is
required from you. Our DRINK shall provide experts that would handle the advert placing on your car. You will receive an up front
payment of $300 inform of check via courier service for accepting to carry this advert on your car. to this effect you are advise to check
your email regularly to get update as to know when your upfront payment will arrive along with Graphic Artist address.
1) You will receive a Certified Check. As soon as you receive the check, you will cash the check for the decal wrapping on your car,
deduct $300 as your up-front payment. The rest of the funds should be transferred to the Graphic artist that will wrap the decal on your
car. All you need is to confirm the acceptance and understanding of this email.
2) You will make a transfer of funds to the Graphic artist at the nearest walmart outlet in your area, the Info which you will make the
transfer to will be emailed to you soon.
3) We'll like to have some Information about your car.
i) Type of Car and Color
ii) Model/Year :
iii) Present Condition and the Mileage:
Applicant information:

Full Name:
Full Contact Address:
City,State,Zip code
Phone Number:
Note: Please, confirm that you did receive this message so that we can process funds that would be sent to you for the car advert.
It is very easy and simple,no application fees required. Get back with the above details if you are interested in these offer.

All other instructions will be sent out to you ASAP.
I........Confirm to have received this email and understand the content.
Best Regards

From: Johnny Roper <jclefstad@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 5:42 AM
To: larry adam
Subject: Re: 4827GOTTBERG LOG"

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
chuck jagoda; Winter Dellenbach; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Council, City; Roberta Ahlquist; city.council@menlopark.org; Lewis. james; Sean James; Sean james; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Supervisor Simitian;
dhorsley@smcgov.org; Anna Griffin; Raj; Rev. Lorrie Owens; Bains, Paul; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Reifschneider, James; james pitkin; Jeff Moore; David Angel; Molly.ONeal@pdo.sccgov.org; Stump, Molly; Miguel Rodriguez; Pushpinder
Lubana; Rebecca Eisenberg; Madhumita Gupta; Shikada, Ed; Fine, Adrian; Tom DuBois; Kou, Lydia; Jeff Rosen; fred smith; Bill Johnson; idoinvoicing@yahoo.com; Alison Cormack; Kniss, Liz (internal); Minor, Beth; Greer Stone;
michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Donna Wallach; Drekmeier, Peter; Benita Ventreca; Fellissa Richard; Miguel Rodriguez; Ayoola Mitchell; greg@gregtanaka.org; Binder, Andrew; Kevin Nious;
vramirez@redwoodcity.org; Patrice Ventresca; Human Relations Commission; Daniel Kottke
DA is Tone deaf —Palo Alto Daily Post -July 20, 2020 by Aram James
Monday, July 20, 2020 1:22:23 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Choquette
Human Relations Commission
BLM sign taken from our property
Saturday, July 25, 2020 3:45:35 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi-I learned from Palo Alto NextDoor that this is the appropriate place to let the city know about
an issue regarding Black Lives Matter. If that's not the case, can you direct me to the correct
person?
Last evening, July 24, a man was walking by our house, stepped onto our property, took our
Black Lives Matter sign and threw it into oncoming traffic. We have a video of the event, but
it's hard to make out his features.
We live at 2240 Middlefield across from Greene Middle School.
Thanks and be well,
Susan Choquette

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Jo Ricci
Human Relations Commission
Flyer left by BLM sign
Sunday, July 26, 2020 9:53:35 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hello,
I’ve started seeing more instances of literature left by people’s BLM sign and a link to report it here too. I found one
of the ‘white lives matter’ flyers next to my sign the morning of 7/22, on Ramona @ E. Meadow. Another one was
spotted down the street from me. I reported it to the PAPD tip line, received a follow up text to call in, which I did.
Best,
Mary Jo Ricci

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caroline Schroeder
Councilmember.Tanaka.Office@gregtanaka.org; Human Relations Commission
Fwd: Concerns about hate crime in Palo Alto
Monday, July 27, 2020 10:22:33 AM

Dear Council Member Tanaka and members of the HRC,
Please see below my correspondence with the Mayor. Also no one has told me anything about
whether there are increased patrols on my street.
Thank you so much.
Best,
Caroline T. Schroeder
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Caroline Schroeder <carrieschroeder@mac.com>
Date: July 27, 2020 at 10:14:51 AM PDT
To: "Fine, Adrian" <Adrian.Fine@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Subject: Re: Concerns about hate crime in Palo Alto
Dear Mayor Fine,
Thank you for following up.
This response from the PD is simply unacceptable. I’m seeing reports on Next
Door and Facebook about other instances. Including photos of the flyer and at
least one person who said they reported a very similar incident to the Palo Alto
police a few weeks ago.
They need to do better, and I hope you will push them on this.
Thank you,
Caroline T. Schroeder
Sent from my iPad
On Jul 27, 2020, at 10:04 AM, Fine, Adrian
<Adrian.Fine@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:

Hi Caroline,

I spoke with PD and they said they’ve followed up with you and
found no other instances beyond this one sign. I also think they
couldn’t find anything substantial about who may have done this.

Anyway, I just wanted to again say I’m so sorry you and your family
had to deal with this. I know it must have green frightening and
offensive. If there’s anything I can do, please let me know.

Regards,
Adrian

On Jul 24, 2020, at 13:18, Caroline Schroeder
<carrieschroeder@mac.com> wrote:

Thank you Mayor. I look forward to hearing more about
the investigation.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 24, 2020, at 11:45 AM,
Fine, Adrian
<Adrian.Fine@cityofpaloalto.org>
wrote:

Thank you for sharing Caroline.

I am so sorry this happened to you and your
family and neighbors. Please convey to them
my good thoughts and enormous
disappointment this happened in our town.
Completely unacceptable.

I’ve asked the city manager, police chief and

communications Chief to immediately look
into this and respond. If there’s anything I
can do, please let me know. My cell is
+16504686331

Again, my deep deep apologies. You all
have my thoughts, prayers, and any action
you need today.

Adrian

On Jul 24, 2020, at
11:05, Caroline
Schroeder
<carrieschroeder@mac.com>
wrote:

CAUTION: This email
originated from outside of the
organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and
clicking on links.
________________________________

Dear City Council members and
Police Chief Jonsen,

My name is Caroline Schroeder,
and I am a resident of Palo Alto.
I’m writing to alert you to a
hate crime that occurred across
the street from me last night/this
morning. While I am pleased
with speed of the response from
the police when I and my
neighbors reported it, I want to
alert you to the event and share
ongoing concerns about the
incident.

I woke up this morning to see
that the Black Lives Matter yard
sign across the street facing my
house was defaced. A “White
Lives Matter” sign (printed, not
hand written) had been taped
over it. My own Black Lives
Matter sign in my yard was
untouched. I took pictures of
the defaced sign, removed it so
my son wouldn’t see it, alerted
my neighbors, and brought the
defaced sign to their door. They
told me there had also been a
racist screed containing
threatening language on the
sidewalk earlier, as well. The
screed was also printed out on a
piece of paper. Someone (we
don’t know who) had removed
it before I saw what had
happened.

My household includes Black
people. Finding this threatening
hate crime across the street
facing my house when I woke
up was terrifying.

The police took my report and
my neighbors’ report and are
investigating, which is good. I
understand there will also be a
press release.

After I posted about the incident
on my elementary school’s
FaceBook page, I heard from
other parents that these
incidents have happened
elsewhere in Palo Alto recently.
The officer who took my report

indicated that he was not aware
of other incidents; perhaps they
have not been reported. They
need to be investigated.

I am writing to ask that:
-you recognize this as a hate
crime and threat to our
community’s safety and wellbeing;
-this incident be investigated
thoroughly as a hate crime by
the appropriate investigators
-the possibility of other
incidents also be investigated
thoroughly
-extra police patrols be assigned
to our street, especially at night

Thank you,
Caroline T. Schroeder

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caroline Schroeder
Human Relations Commission; Councilmember.Tanaka.Office@gregtanaka.org
Fwd: Concerns about hate crime in Palo Alto
Monday, July 27, 2020 10:37:32 AM

Additional correspondence.
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Caroline Schroeder <carrieschroeder@mac.com>
Date: July 27, 2020 at 10:36:20 AM PDT
To: "Fine, Adrian" <Adrian.Fine@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Subject: Re: Concerns about hate crime in Palo Alto
Dear Mayor Fine,
Steven Lee and I have both asked people on social media to report and to email
the HRC.
One person on Facebook said their friend/neighbor made a report about the same
type of incident (defaced BLM sign) a couple of weeks ago. This person said the
police said it was vandalism and there wasn’t much they could do. When I called
it in, the operator first said my neighbor would have to make a report because it
was vandalism. I said no, this is a hate crime. Then she said someone would call
me back.
I hope you and the PD understand that these acts are designed to threaten and
intimidate the Black members of our community. We don’t know who they are
and thus don’t know if they are capable of even more harm. This is outrageous
and the PD needs to take it more seriously.
Additionally no one from the police has told me whether there are increased
patrols on our street. I have told them that my household has both Black and white
people in it.
Yours,
Caroline T. Schroeder
Sent from my iPad
On Jul 27, 2020, at 10:28 AM, Fine, Adrian
<Adrian.Fine@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:

Hi Caroline,

Ok thanks. I haven’t seen anything on nextdoor, and the police
cannot see those posts. If you could ping any other victims on
nextdoor and have them make a report, that would help
tremendously. I’ll ask the PD to do some more outreach.

Adrian

On Jul 27, 2020, at 10:14, Caroline Schroeder
<carrieschroeder@mac.com> wrote:

Dear Mayor Fine,

Thank you for following up.

This response from the PD is simply unacceptable. I’m
seeing reports on Next Door and Facebook about other
instances. Including photos of the flyer and at least one
person who said they reported a very similar incident to
the Palo Alto police a few weeks ago.

They need to do better, and I hope you will push them on
this.

Thank you,
Caroline T. Schroeder

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 27, 2020, at 10:04 AM,
Fine, Adrian
<Adrian.Fine@cityofpaloalto.org>

wrote:

Hi Caroline,

I spoke with PD and they said they’ve
followed up with you and found no other
instances beyond this one sign. I also think
they couldn’t find anything substantial about
who may have done this.

Anyway, I just wanted to again say I’m so
sorry you and your family had to deal with
this. I know it must have green frightening
and offensive. If there’s anything I can do,
please let me know.

Regards,
Adrian

On Jul 24, 2020, at
13:18, Caroline
Schroeder
<carrieschroeder@mac.com>
wrote:

Thank you Mayor. I look
forward to hearing more about
the investigation.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul
24,
2020,
at

11:45
AM,
Fine,
Adrian
<Adrian.Fine@cityofpaloalto.org>
wrote:

Thank you for
sharing Caroline.

I am so sorry this
happened to you
and your family
and neighbors.
Please convey to
them my good
thoughts and
enormous
disappointment this
happened in our
town. Completely
unacceptable.

I’ve asked the city
manager, police
chief and
communications
Chief to
immediately look
into this and
respond. If there’s
anything I can do,
please let me know.
My cell is
+16504686331

Again, my deep
deep apologies.
You all have my
thoughts, prayers,
and any action you
need today.

Adrian

On
Jul
24,
2020,
at
11:05,
Caroline
Schroeder
<carrieschroeder@mac.com>
wrote:

CAUTION:
This
email
originated
from
outside
of the
organization.
Be
cautious
of
opening
attachments
and
clicking
on
links.
________________________________

Dear
City
Council
members
and
Police
Chief
Jonsen,

My
name
is
Caroline
Schroeder,
and I
am a
resident
of Palo
Alto.
I’m
writing
to alert
you to
a hate
crime
that
occurred
across
the
street
from
me last
night/this
morning.
While
I am
pleased
with
speed
of the
response
from
the
police
when I
and my
neighbors
reported
it, I
want to
alert
you to
the
event
and
share
ongoing
concerns
about

the
incident.

I woke
up this
morning
to see
that the
Black
Lives
Matter
yard
sign
across
the
street
facing
my
house
was
defaced.
A
“White
Lives
Matter”
sign
(printed,
not
hand
written)
had
been
taped
over it.
My
own
Black
Lives
Matter
sign in
my
yard
was
untouched.
I took
pictures
of the
defaced

sign,
removed
it so
my son
wouldn’t
see it,
alerted
my
neighbors,
and
brought
the
defaced
sign to
their
door.
They
told
me
there
had
also
been a
racist
screed
containing
threatening
language
on the
sidewalk
earlier,
as
well.
The
screed
was
also
printed
out on
a piece
of
paper.
Someone
(we
don’t
know
who)
had
removed
it

before
I saw
what
had
happened.

My
household
includes
Black
people.
Finding
this
threatening
hate
crime
across
the
street
facing
my
house
when I
woke
up was
terrifying.

The
police
took
my
report
and my
neighbors’
report
and are
investigating,
which
is
good. I
understand
there
will
also be
a press
release.

After I
posted
about
the
incident
on my
elementary
school’s
FaceBook
page, I
heard
from
other
parents
that
these
incidents
have
happened
elsewhere
in Palo
Alto
recently.
The
officer
who
took
my
report
indicated
that he
was
not
aware
of
other
incidents;
perhaps
they
have
not
been
reported.
They
need to
be
investigated.

I am
writing
to ask
that:
-you
recognize
this as
a hate
crime
and
threat
to our
community’s
safety
and
wellbeing;
-this
incident
be
investigated
thoroughly
as a
hate
crime
by the
appropriate
investigators
-the
possibility
of
other
incidents
also be
investigated
thoroughly
-extra
police
patrols
be
assigned
to our
street,
especially
at
night

Thank
you,
Caroline
T.
Schroeder

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Roberts
Jonsen, Robert; Police; Human Relations Commission; Council, City
BLM yard sign stolen
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 6:59:22 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi folks,
I would like to let you know that my Black Lives Matter yard sign was stolen from my yard.
It was along Greer Road, a bit south of Oregon Expressway. It was stolen on June 24.
(Fortunately, I've just gotten a new sign.) I'm sure the sign was stolen because just the placard
was missing; the stand was still stuck in the ground. The sign was nowhere to be found
nearby.
I've been told that there's been some question about whether this sort of thing is happening in
Palo Alto, so I thought I would register my experience to make sure it's known.
Thanks,
Terry Roberts, Greer Road, Palo Alto

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jonsen, Robert
Terry Roberts; Police; Human Relations Commission; Council, City
Perron, Zachary; Reifschneider, James
Re: BLM yard sign stolen
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 7:08:12 PM

Thanks for sharing and please let me know if you would like a unit to come out and take a
report. I will pass your information on to our patrol personnel.
Bob Jonsen
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Terry Roberts <terryr2564@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 6:59:04 PM
To: Jonsen, Robert <Robert.Jonsen@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Police <pd@cityofpaloalto.org>; Human
Relations Commission <hrc@cityofpaloalto.org>; Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: BLM yard sign stolen
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi folks,
I would like to let you know that my Black Lives Matter yard sign was stolen from my yard.
It was along Greer Road, a bit south of Oregon Expressway. It was stolen on June 24.
(Fortunately, I've just gotten a new sign.) I'm sure the sign was stolen because just the placard
was missing; the stand was still stuck in the ground. The sign was nowhere to be found
nearby.
I've been told that there's been some question about whether this sort of thing is happening in
Palo Alto, so I thought I would register my experience to make sure it's known.
Thanks,
Terry Roberts, Greer Road, Palo Alto

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Roberts
Jonsen, Robert
Police; Human Relations Commission; Council, City; Perron, Zachary; Reifschneider, James
Re: BLM yard sign stolen
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 7:50:31 PM

Thanks for your reply, Chief Jonsen. I'm not sure that there's anything that can be done about
the sign or the person who took it at this point, so the patrol personnel might as well stick to
working on something that will make more of a difference for the city. If I'm wrong about
that, I'd be happy to file a report.
Cheers,
-Terry
On Tue, Jul 28, 2020 at 7:08 PM Jonsen, Robert <Robert.Jonsen@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:
Thanks for sharing and please let me know if you would like a unit to come out and take a
report. I will pass your information on to our patrol personnel.
Bob Jonsen
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Terry Roberts <terryr2564@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 6:59:04 PM
To: Jonsen, Robert <Robert.Jonsen@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Police <pd@cityofpaloalto.org>; Human
Relations Commission <hrc@cityofpaloalto.org>; Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: BLM yard sign stolen
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi folks,
I would like to let you know that my Black Lives Matter yard sign was stolen from my
yard. It was along Greer Road, a bit south of Oregon Expressway. It was stolen on June
24. (Fortunately, I've just gotten a new sign.) I'm sure the sign was stolen because just the
placard was missing; the stand was still stuck in the ground. The sign was nowhere to be
found nearby.
I've been told that there's been some question about whether this sort of thing is happening
in Palo Alto, so I thought I would register my experience to make sure it's known.
Thanks,
Terry Roberts, Greer Road, Palo Alto

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Councilmember Tanaka
Human Relations Commission
Should Foothills Park be opened to non-residents unescorted?
Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:07:22 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Greg Tanaka

Human Relations -On Monday, August 3rd, the Palo Alto City Council will consider whether to open up
Foothills Park to non-Palo Alto residents unescorted. In efforts to understand and
represent the feelings of Palo Alto residents, I would like to know your opinion on this
topic. I welcome you to voice your thoughts through this survey: Should Foothills Park
Be Open to the Public?
Additional Resources
Here is the staff report on the item that will be heard Monday, August 3rd.

On June 21st, 2020 during my weekly office hours, I held a discussion about this
issue with several residents. I invite you to watch a recording of this
discussion: Foothills Park Office Hours Video.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Warmly,
Councilmember Greg Tanaka
http://www.gregtanaka.org/

Tanaka for Palo Alto · CA 94306, United States
FPPC #1388135
This email was sent to hrc@cityofpaloalto.org. To stop receiving emails, click here.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Jeff Rosen; Molly.ONeal@pdo.sccgov.org; Miguel Rodriguez; David Angel; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Anna Griffin; jgreen@dailynewsgroup.com; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; GRP-City
Council; Shikada, Ed; PD Dan Mulholland; Donna Wallach; Courtney Elyse Cooperman; Sandy Perry-HCA; MGR-Melissa Stevenson Diaz; Madhumita Gupta; Rebecca Eisenberg; Human Relations
Commission; Tony Dixon; dhorsley@smcgov.org; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Bill Johnson; Greer Stone; james pitkin; Fellissa Richard; vramirez@redwoodcity.org; Stump, Molly; Dave Cortese;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; greg@gregtanaka.org; Edwin Frey; Cary Andrew Crittenden; Heidi Yauman; chris cowger; Abenicio Cisneros; Patrice Ventresca; Bains, Paul; Yolanda G. Trevino; Yi
Chen; Jack Ajluni; Gennady Sheyner
Time has come for DA offices to create Police Crimes Units by Aram James & Richard Konda
Thursday, July 30, 2020 2:30:11 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.
________________________________
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>

>
>
> Sent from my iPhone

